IMPORTANT NOTICE to the Students

Date: 18th September 2017

All students who wish to appear in the re-appear examination are hereby informed to submit the re-appear form and demand draft of Rs. 500/- (per paper) in favour of Amity Law School payable at Delhi to Mr. Ramesh Singh, Examination Office on or before 25th September 2017 i.e. Monday. If the back paper are more than four (4) in a particular semester, students are required to pay the demand draft of Rs. 2500/- in favour of Amity Law School payable at Delhi.

The students are also hereby informed that they have to submit the fees @Rs. 500/- per subject for all the re-appear subjects/paper code/s in the particular semester in which even they wish to re-appear for one subject in the End Term Examination as per the Examination Registration Chart issued by GGS IP University.

The re-appear form is available with the photocopier.

‘NO EXTENSION WILL BE GRANTED AFTER THE DUE DATE OF SUBMISSION OF RE-APPEAR FORM’.

(CHAIRMAN)